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Abstract 
 
Stock price indices are used extensively by investors, brokers and 
portfolio managers as a general indicator of the stock market 
conditions.  They are also used extensively in finance theory 
notably in operationalizing the popular Capital Asset Pricing Model 
(CAPM). In recent years, the indices published by the Bombay Stock 
Exchange (BSE) - the Sensitive Index (Sensex) of 30 scrips in Bombay 
and the 100 share National Index (Natex) - have become extremely 
popular with academics and practitioners alike. 
 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the Sensex is by far the more 
popular index among brokers and lay investors while the Natex is the 
index of choice among mutual funds, professional investors, foreign 
investment agencies and academics. 
 
This paper studies the two BSE indices and their inter-relationship. 
 The analysis in this paper indicates: 
 
1.  The Natex is a sluggish index which responds too slowly to 

market conditions.  Changes which are reflected in the Sensex 
on any day are completely reflected in the Natex only by the 
next day.   

2  Sensex is more volatile than Natex, but this difference is 
accounted for by two factors - (a) the autocorrelation of the 
Natex which conceals the true volatility of Natex, and (b) a 
higher beta of Sensex relative to Sensex.  Therefore, the 
excess volatility of Sensex is not a matter of serious 
concern.  In many applications, however, the higher beta of 
Sensex is worrisome, but it is easy to correct for it. 

 
The conclusion, therefore, is that those who follow the Natex 
because of its greater comprehensiveness and theoretical appeal may 
be mistaken.  The Sensex needs to be taken more seriously as a sound 
market index. 
 
The observed deficiencies of the Natex raise several disturbing 
questions for finance theorists and researchers.  Is the market for 
the less well traded securities in the market inefficient?  Do the 
scrips constituting the Sensex lead the other scrips?  If so, can 
this relationship be used to make extra normal returns?  Does the 
Bombay market lead other exchanges which are also represented in the 
Natex?  These issues call for further research. 

                     
     *This work was partially supported by a research grant from the Indian 
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. 
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Introduction 
 
Stock price indices are used extensively by investors, brokers and 
portfolio managers as a general indicator of the stock market 
conditions.  The financial newspapers publish several different 
indices every day.  Some indices are, in fact, available virtually 
on a minute to minute basis as the trading goes on. 
 
The stock price indices are also used extensively in finance theory. 
The popular Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) gives a special place 
to the market portfolio consisting of all asset traded in the 
market.  Accounting to the CAPM, the riskiness of a security in 
defined as the responsiveness of the security to movements in the 
value of this market portfolio as this measures the component of 
risk which cannot be diversified away by distributing one's wealth 
across a large number of securities.   The concept of market 
portfolio is operationalized through a market index.  The underlying 
theory suggests that the market index should ideally be a value 
weighted index of all stocks in the market.  The theoretical 
literature (Roll, 1977) suggests that the use of the correct market 
index is of considerable importance.  Thus the choice of index to be 
used is a matter of equal importance to academics and practitioners. 
 
While there is a profusion of stock price indices in the Indian 
market, in recent years, the indices published by the Bombay Stock 
Exchange (BSE) have become extremely popular with academics and 
practitioners alike.  The BSE publishes two indices: 
 
(a)   the 30 share sensitive index (henceforth called Sensex) 

which consists of the most heavily traded stocks in the 
BSE which is the country's premier stock market, and  

 
(b)   the 100 shares national index (henceforth called Natex) 

which includes the 100 most important stocks nation-wide.  
 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the Sensex is by far the most 
popular among brokers and lay investors while the Natex is the index 
of choice among mutual funds, professional investors, foreign 
investment agencies and by academics.  (Many academics, of course 
use the older Economic Times, Financial Express and Reserve Bank of 
India indices, sometimes by force of habit, more often because these 
indices are available for a much longer time period). This of 
course, is similar to what is observed in other countries.  For 
example, in the United States, the Dow Jones index is widely used by 
lay investors and the 500 share S&P index is preferred by 
professionals and academics. 
 
In this context, this paper seeks to examine the two popular BSE 
indices in greater detail and study their inter- relationships.  
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This analysis would help both researchers and practitioners decide 
which index is more suitable for their purpose. 
 
Construction and Coverage of the Two Indices 
 
The Sensex is a market value weighted average of 30 shares from the 
Bombay Stock Exchange.  The shares have been chosen on the basis of 
the volume of trading activity with due representation to major 
industry groups (Bombay Stock Exchange, 1991a).  The Natex is a 
broader index covering 100 shares form all major stock exchanges in 
the country.  The price is taken form the exchange in which the 
share is actively traded; where there is more than one such 
exchange, the average of these prices is taken (Bombay Stock 
Exchange 1991b).  The Natex is also market value weighted. 
 
Data 
 
The Sensex was introduced by the BSE only in 1986 and the Natex even 
later, but the Sensex (base year 1978/79 = 100) has been back 
computed upto 1/4/1979 and the Natex (base year 1983/84 = 100) has 
been back computed upto 1/4/1984.  Since both indices are available 
from 1/4/1984 onwards, the daily values of these indices for the 
period 1/4/1984 to 31/10/1991 have been used in this study. 
 
Statistical Characteristics of a Good Index 
 
The main choice in designing an index is that of sensitiveness 
versus comprehensiveness.  A comprehensive index may respond 
sluggishly to rapid movements in the market while a sensitive index 
of a few scrips may respond very rapidly but may be buffeted around 
by factors specific to its constituent companies and therefore show 
a lot of random fluctuations unconnected with the broader market 
trends .  These conflicting considerations can be summed up in two 
statistical measures. 
 
1.Volatility: This statistical measure is the standard deviation of 
daily percentage changes in the index.  A narrowly constructed index 
will display excessive volatility representing random movements 
specific to constituents of the index. 
 
2.Autocorrelation: A broad based index would typically include a 
large number of poorly traded stocks whose prices do not immediately 
respond to rapid changes in the market.  This failure to respond may 
be because the share has not traded at all on that day or because 
the trades that did take place were on the basis of old orders 
placed before the market movement was known.   At the same time, the 
more active stocks in the broad based index would respond 
immediately to sharp changes in the market.  The result of this 
divergence between some stocks responding immediately while other 
respond only the next day or later is an autocorrelation in the 
broad based index.  If the broad based index goes up today, chances 
are that some stocks in the index have not adjusted themselves to 
the new level yet; as these stocks rise tomorrow, the index will 
tend to rise tomorrow also.   Similarly if the index has fallen 
today, chances are that it will fall tomorrow also. 
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This phenomenon also manifests itself in a tendency for the broad 
based index to follow the more sensitive index with a time lag. 
 
Results and Conclusions 
 
The first step of the analysis was to examine the relationship 
between the two indices over the entire time period.  We look at the 
returns on the two indices - the return was defined logarithmically 
as ln(It/It-1) where It is the value of the index on day t.  The 
logarithmic return is approximately the same as the percentage 
change in the index on day t ([It - It-1]/It-1); the logarithmic 
returns are preferred in the finance literature mainly for 
econometric reasons as they are more nearly normally distributed 
than the percentage changes.  The logarithmic return on the Sensex 
is henceforth referred to as SenRet and similarly the logarithmic 
return on Natex is called NatRet.  The investigation of the 
relationship between SenRet and NatRet showed the following: 
 
1.  SenRet and NatRet are quite closely related.  The r-square 

between the two is 0.813.  A regression between returns is 
like a regression in first difference form and an r-square of 
0.8 is very high indicating a close relationship between the 
two indices. 

 
2.  The Sensex showed sharper movements that the Natex.  The 

regression coefficient when NatRet is regressed on SenRet is 
0.731, while when SenRet is regressed on NatRet, the 
coefficient is 1.113.  In terms of finance theory.  if Natex 
is regarded as the market index, then Sensex has a beta of 
1.113; similarly when Sensex is treated as the market index, 
Natex has a beta of only 0.731. 

 
3.  Closer analysis indicated that some structural changes have 

taken place in the relationships between the two indices.   
The Natex beta of Sensex which was only 0.453 in 1984-85 rose 
to 1.039 in 1985-86 before stabilizing at 1.174 in later 
years.  This structural break is significant at the 0.1% 
level by the Chow test. 

 
Because of the structural changes that took place in the first two 
years, it was decided to drop these two years from the analysis and 
use the data from 1/4/1986 onward for more detailed analysis. 
 
Over this period the relationship between Sensex and Natex may be 
summarized as follows: 
 
1.Natex beta of Sensex = 1.174.   
 
2.Sensex beta of Natex = 0.738. 
  T-statistic = 86.75.  P < 0.001.  R-Square = 0.866.) 
 
3.Sensex is not significantly autocorrelated (rho = 0.066.  
  T-statistic = 2.25. P = 0.024. R-Squared = 0.004) 
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4.Natex is significantly autocorrelated (rho = 0.144.  
  T-statistic = 4.95. P < 0.001. R-Squared = 0.021) 
 
5.Sensex has significantly greater volatility (annualized standard 

deviation of daily returns) than Natex (27.18% as against 21.54%). 
 The F-ratio of 1.59 with (1163,1163) df is significant at the 
0.1% level. 

 
Is Natex a Sluggish Index? 
 
This statistical evidence indicates that Natex is a  sluggish index 
which does not fully reflect the movements in the market on the same 
day.  The movement which is reflected in Sensex on any day is 
reflected in Natex partly on the same day and partly on the next 
day.  The phenomenon is shown very clearly in a regression of Natex 
return on Sensex returns and the previous days Sensex returns. 
 
     NatRet = 0.024% + 0.731 SenRet + 0.103 Lagged SenRet 
             (1.62)   (91.57)         (12.92)   R2 = 0.883 
 
 
The above regression on lagged Sensex returns can be  combined with 
the autoregression of Natex returns on lagged Natex returns into a 
single regression specification. 
 
 
     NatRet = 0.03% + 0.730 SenRet  -0.201 Lagged NatRet  
             (2.14)  (93.54)       (-7.48) 
 
            + 0.251 Lagged SenRet  
             (11.80) 
 
The hypothesis that the coefficients of the lagged Sensex and Natex 
returns are equal but of opposite sign is rejected at the 0.1% level 
(T statistic = 4.81). 
 
The regression result showing opposite signs for Sensex and Natex 
raises the interesting possibility that what these two terms in the 
regression equation are trying to capture is a discordant movement 
of the two indices.  Such a discordant movement of the two indices 
is best captured by the residual from a simple regression of Natex 
on Sensex.  We therefore consider a regression in which lagged 
values of the indices are replaced by lagged values of the residual. 
 The regression output is: 
 
     NatRet   =  .034% + 0.736 SenRet -0.200 Lagged Residual 
                (2.18)  (88.34)       (-6.96)   R2 = 0.872 
 
This means that when the Sensex and Natex move discordantly on any 
day, about 20% of this discordance is corrected by a compensating 
movement of the Natex on the next day. 
 
Since the least squares regression is highly sensitive to extreme 
values, it is useful to look at large values of the lagged residual 
separately.  Running the above regressions separately for the days 
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when the lagged residual is greater than 1% and less than 1% yielded 
coefficients of -0.295 (T-statistic = -3.54) and -0.089 (T-statistic 
= -2.86) respectively. While both coefficients are significant at 
the 1% level there is a sharp divergence between their values.  
While only 9% of a moderate discordance between the indices is 
corrected on the next day, as much as 30% of a large discordance is 
so corrected. 
 
Incidentally, there is no question that the correction is taking 
place in the Natex and not on Sensex.  (When Sensex is regressed on 
the lagged residual alone the coefficient is insignificant 
(T-statistic = -0.70) while when Natex is regressed on the lagged 
residual alone the coefficient is -0.252 (T-statistic = -3.16, P = 
0.002). 
 
All these results show the Natex in a rather poor light.  It is 
rather slow to respond to rapid market movements and when it behaves 
discordantly with the Sensex, chances are that a significant part of 
that discordance would be corrected by the delayed response of the 
Natex the next day. 
 
In the presence of significant non trading bias, the betas that we 
have calculated for Sensex and Natex with respect to each other are 
not valid.  Scholes and Williams (1977) have shown how to compute an 
unbiased and consistent estimate of the "true" beta correcting for 
the effect of non trading.  The Scholes-Williams beta is defined as 
follows: 
 
         β0 + β+ + β-  
     β = ──────────── 
          1 + 2*pm 
 
where β0, β+ and β- are respectively the ordinary beta, the leading 
beta (regressing the security return on the next period market 
return) and the lagged beta (regressing the security return on the 
prior period market return) and pm is the autocorrelation of the 
market return.  All these regressions have to be run using only 
returns computed from two consecutive trading days; if the security 
is not traded on a day the return straddling the non trading day is 
to be ignored.   
 
Using this procedure yielded the following results: 
 
                       β0    β+     β-     pm   Scholes-Williams 
                  Beta 
 
Natex  on Sensex     0.737  0.046  0.154  0.069      0.824 
Sensex on Natex   1.175  0.246  0.073  0.146      1.157 
 
Even after correcting for the non trading bias, it is seen that 
Sensex has a beta greater than unity and correspondingly Natex has a 
beta less than unity when regressed against the other index.  This 
is an important dimension of the evaluation of Sensex as a stock 
price index which we shall take up now. 
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Is Sensex too Volatile? 
 
The worrying things about the Sensex are its high volatility and 
high beta.  Is the price for the greater sensitivity of the Sensex 
paid in the form of a greater vulnerability to random movements? 
Before we can answer this question unequivocally, we must recognize 
that the autocorrelation in the Natex means that its volatility is 
not directly comparable to that of Sensex.  Natex is behaving like a 
smoothed version of the true index (recall the relationship with 
Sensex and lagged Sensex) and the smoothing reduces the volatility 
in the short run.  Put differently, for a smoothed series, the 
volatility of daily returns understates the volatility of longer 
period returns.  Suppose, for example that NatRet is a smoothed 
version of the true index N so that 
 
     NatRett = (1 - α) Nt  + α Nt-1 
 
Then it is easy to see that  
 
    Var(Natret) = [(1 - α)2 + α2] Var(N) 
                ≈ (1 - 2α) Var(N) neglecting terms of order α2. 
This implies that the standard deviation of Natret is about (1 - α) 
times that of N. 
 
The autocorrelation of Natret is about 0.15 indicating a value of α 
in the same range; the volatility of Natret is about 15% less than 
that of the "true" index N.  Hence we must adjust the volatility of 
Natret by this factor before comparing it with the Sensex.  We saw 
earlier that the Sensex has a volatility about 25% higher than that 
of Natex.  The adjustment for auto-correlation cannot account for 
the entire excess volatility.  (All the more so when we recognize 
that the Sensex too has a slight though statistically insignificant 
autocorrelation).   
 
At the same time, the higher beta of the Sensex would imply a higher 
volatility.  An index which is perfectly correlated with the true 
index but has a β higher than unity would have a volatility β times 
that of the true index.  The Scholes-Williams procedure which 
adjusts for non trading bias indicates a beta of about 1.15 for 
Sensex. This higher beta coupled with the autocorrelation of Natex 
is sufficient to account for the entire excess volatility of the 
Sensex.   
 
This analysis suggests that the higher volatility of Sensex is not 
per se a matter of much concern.  The only thing to worry about is 
the higher beta of Sensex.  In many applications, the higher beta is 
not a serious problem; even where it is, it is easy to adjust for 
this excess beta.  For example, if we use the Sensex as the market 
index to compute the beta of any security, we should keep in mind 
that the beta relative to Natex would be about 15% higher than our 
value. 
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Conclusion 
 
The analysis in this paper indicates: 
 
1.  The Natex is a sluggish index which responds too slowly to 

market conditions.  Changes which are reflected in the Sensex 
on any day are completely reflected in the Natex only by the 
next day.  This manifests itself statistically in an 
autocorrelation of Natex returns and a positive correlation 
with lagged Sensex returns. 

 
2.  Sensex is more volatile than Natex, but this difference is 

accounted for by two factors - (a) the autocorrelation of the 
Natex which conceals the true volatility of Natex, and (b) a 
higher beta of Sensex relative to Sensex.  Therefore, the 
excess volatility of Sensex is not a matter of serious 
concern.  In many applications, however, the higher beta of 
Sensex is worrisome, but it is easy to correct for it. 

 
The conclusion, therefore, is that those who follow the Natex 
because of its greater comprehensiveness and theoretical appeal may 
be mistaken.  The Sensex needs to be taken more seriously as a sound 
market index. 
 
The observed deficiencies of the Natex raises several disturbing 
questions for finance theorists and researchers.  Is the market for 
the less well traded securities in the market inefficient?  Do the 
scrips constituting the Sensex lead the other scrips?  If so, can 
this relationship be used to make extra normal returns.  Does the 
Bombay market lead other exchanges which are also represented in the 
Natex?  These issues call for further research. 
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